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ABSTRACT
Vertex classification—the problem of identifying the class labels of

nodes in a graph—has applicability in a wide variety of domains.

Examples include classifying subject areas of papers in citation net-

works or roles of machines in a computer network. Recent work has

demonstrated that vertex classification using graph convolutional

networks is susceptible to targeted poisoning attacks, in which both

graph structure and node attributes can be changed in an attempt

to misclassify a target node. This vulnerability decreases users’

confidence in the learning method and can prevent adoption in

high-stakes contexts. This paper presents work in progress aiming

to make vertex classification robust to these types of attacks.

We investigate two aspects of this problem: (1) the classification

model and (2) themethod for selecting training data. Our alternative

classifier is a support vector machine (with a radial basis function

kernel), which is applied to an augmented node feature-vector

obtained by appending the node’s attributes to a Euclidean vector

representing the node based on the graph structure. Our alternative

methods of selecting training data are (1) to select the highest-

degree nodes in each class and (2) to iteratively select the node with

the most neighbors minimally connected to the training set. In the

datasets on which the original attack was demonstrated, we show

that changing the training set can make the network much harder

to attack. To maintain a given probability of attack success, the

adversary must use far more perturbations; often a factor of 2–4

over the random training baseline. Even in cases where success is

relatively easy for the attacker, we show that the classification and

training alternatives allow classification performance to degrade

much more gradually, with weaker incorrect predictions for the

attacked nodes.

KEYWORDS
Graph convolutional networks, vertex classification, poisoning at-

tacks, robust learning
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1 INTRODUCTION
Classification of vertices in graphs is an important problem in

a variety of applications, varying from e-commerce (classifying

users for targeted advertising) to security (classifying computer

nodes as malicious or not) to bioinformatics (classifying roles in a

protein interaction network). In the past several years, numerous

methods have been developed for this task (see, e.g., [11, 20]). Until

recently, however, little attention has been paid to the robustness

of these methods to adversarial actions such as data poisoning.

If a malicious node were able to insert data into the training set

(e.g., generate benign traffic during a data collection period that

could cover its behavior during testing), it would be more likely to

succeed in successfully evade detection, which is undesirable to the

data analyst.

To classify vertices in the presence of adversarial activity, we

must implement learning systems that are robust to such potential

manipulation. If suchmalicious behavior has low cost to the attacker

and high cost to the data analyst, machine learning systems will not

be trusted and adopted for use in practice, especially in high-stakes

scenarios such as network security and traffic safety. Understanding

how to achieve robustness is key to realizing the full potential of

machine learning.

Adversaries, of course, will attempt to conceal their manipu-

lation. A recent paper proposes an adversarial technique called

Nettack [20], which can create perturbations that are subtle while

still being extremely effective in decreasing performance on the

target vertices. The authors use their novel poisoning attack against

a graph convolutional network (GCN). Nettack’s effectiveness is

notable, but the authors do not consider how the end user of the

classifier might defend against it.

In this paper, we present work in progress suggesting that there

are ways to make classifiers more robust to Nettack. We focus

on two potential methods: changing the classifier and changing

the training data selection technique. We consider a classification

scheme in which topology and vertex attributes are decoupled

and considered as separate features. We see that—while there is

a tradeoff between overall performance and robustness—we can

https://doi.org/10.1145/1122445.1122456
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substantially increase the level of perturbation required to achieve

the same decrease in the classification margin. To select training

data, we aim to train with a subset of nodes that are well connected

to the held out set. Here we also see a benefit, often raising the

number of perturbations required for a given level of attack success

by a factor of 2 to 4. In a context where there is flexibility to choose

the training set, this can provide a significant advantage. Some

combination of these methods will likely be useful to develop a

more robust vertex classification system.

The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We tested transferability of Nettack to classifiers when we

decouple structure from attributes and observe varying levels

of robustness.

• We developed a new method for selecting training data that

puts a greater burden on attackers.

• We expand the GCN model used in [20] to use 2 hidden

layers and test this with the training data selection method,

also noting an increase in the required budget in most cases.

• We identified potential tradeoffs between overall classifier

performance and robustness to attack.

These contributions all point toward interesting future research in

this area.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion 2 we describe the vertex classification problem and the Nettack

method. Section 3 details the methods we investigate to provide

greater robustness. Section 4 documents several experimental re-

sults, identifying promising areas for continued investigation. In

Section 5, we briefly contextualize our work within the current

literature. In Section 6 we conclude with a summary and outline

future work.

2 PROBLEM MODEL
We consider the vertex classification problem as described in [20],

where we are given a graph G = (V ,E) of size N = |V | and an

N × d matrix of vertex attributes X . Each node has an arbitrary

numeric index from 1 to N . For this work, as in [20], we consider

only binary attributes. In addition to its d attributes, each node has

a label denoting its class. We enumerate classes as integers from

1 to C . Given a subset of labeled instances, the goal is to correctly

classify the unlabeled nodes.

The focus of [20] is on GCNs, which make use of the adjacency

matrix for the graph A = {ai j }, where ai j is 1 if there is an edge

between node i and node j and is 0 otherwise. The GCN applies a

symmetrized graph convolution to the input layer. That is, if we let

D be the diagonal matrix of vertex degrees—i.e., the ith diagonal

entry is the number of edges connected to vertex i , dii =
∑N
j=1 ai j—

then the first layer of the network is expressed as

H = σ
(
D−1/2AD−1/2XW1

)
,

whereW1 is a weight matrix, X is a feature matrix whose ith row

is xTi , and σ is the logistic function. From the hidden layer to the

output layer, a similar graph convolution is performed, followed by

a softmax output:

Y = softmax

(
D−1/2AD−1/2HW2

)
.

The focus in [20] is on GCNs with a single hidden layer. Each vertex

is then classified according to the largest entry in the corresponding

row of Y .
The vertex attack proposed in [20] operates on a surrogate model

where the ReLU activation function is replaced by a linear function,

thus approximating the overall network as

Y ≈ softmax

((
D−1/2AD−1/2

)
2

XW1W2

)
(1)

= softmax

((
D−1/2AD−1/2

)
2

XW

)
.

Nettack uses a greedy algorithm to determine how to subtly per-

turb both A and X to make the GCN misclassify a target node. The

changes are intended to be “unnoticeable,” i.e., the degree distribu-

tion ofG and the co-occurrence of features are changed negligibly.

Using the approximation in (1), Nettack perturbs by either adding

edges or turning off binary features so that the classification margin

is reduced the most at each step. Note that while it can change the

topology and the features, Nettack does not change the labels of any
vertices. An additional variation on Nettack allows either “direct”

attacks, in which the target node itself has its edges and features

changed, or indirect “influencer” attacks, where the neighbors of

the target have their data altered.

The classifier is evaluated in a context where only some of the

labels are known, and the labeled data are split into training and

validation sets. To train the GCN, 10% of the data are selected at ran-

dom (or by one of the alternative methods outlined in Section 3.2),

and another 10% is selected for validation. The remaining 80% is the

test data. After training, nodes are selected for attack among those

that are correctly classified: the 10 where the margin is largest, the

10 where the margin is smallest, and 20 more at random. Each of

these is taken as a target node for attack in an experiment. The

attack is evaluated based on how much the classification margin

decreases for the targeted nodes.

Taking the perspective of a defender against the attack, we want

to ensure that this decrease in margin is minimized. The goal is to

determine how to make the GCN (or an alternative vertex classifier)

as robust as possible to this attack, minimizing the decrease in

margin for a given level of perturbation by the attacker.

3 PROPOSED TECHNIQUES
3.1 Alternative Classification
Our first investigation of robustness to Nettack involves altering

the classifier used by the defender. We still use the same attack as

in [20] and apply to a different classifier. This is also done in [20],

but we consider different alternative classifiers in a new context.

In this case, we still classify based on both structural features and

attributes, but decouple the two in a way that cannot be done with

GCN.

In each case, we generate an N × de feature matrix Xs based on

the structure of the graph. We then concatenate these features to

the attributes to obtain a new feature matrix Xf = [Xs X ], which
is passed to a classifier.

We consider two graph embedding procedures, which map ver-

tices to points in Rde . The first is node2vec [8], which embeds each
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node in Euclidean space based on distance between nodes in a ran-

dom walk. That is, the more often nodes vi ,vj ∈ V occur near each

other in random walks, the smaller ∥ f (vi )− f (vj )∥2 should be. The
function f (v) is the feature representation of vertex v in the lower-

dimensional space. Node2vec adapts the framework of word embed-

ding to graphs. First, it finds “context” around each vertex v ∈ V by

conducting second-order biased randomwalks around the neighbor-

hood ofv . Let’s denote this context by N (v). Then, it maximizes the

log-likelihood objective to find f : maxf
∑
v ∈V log Pr(N (v)| f (v)).

In this way, f (v) is predictive of the nodes in v’s neighborhood
N (v).

The other embedding technique we use is recursive feature ex-

traction (ReFeX) [9]. This method starts with a base set of local

features and iteratively aggregates the features of its neighbors

until convergence. The base node features are degree, number of

edges in the egonet, and number of edges from the egonet to the

rest of the graph. At each iteration, ReFeX considers adding new

features consisting of the sum and average of its neighbors features,

only keeping them if they provide sufficient new information. We

use the implementation provided in [6], which uses an alternative

method to determine which features to keep (different from the

original paper).

In the experiments in Section 4.1, we use a support vector ma-

chine (SVM) with a radial basis function kernel as our classifier. We

use scikit-learn’s implementation and enable probability outputs

to evaluate the classification margins as we do with the GCN, for

which we use the implementation provided by the authors of [20].

3.2 Alternative Training
The Nettack paper only considered one way of selecting the train-

ing set: a random sample (stratified across classes) of 20% of the

data was taken, and split in half for training and validation, with

the remaining 80% being used for testing. As we investigated clas-

sification performance, we noted that nodes in the test set with

many neighbors in the training set were more likely to be correctly

classified. This dependence on labeled neighbors is consistent with

previous observations [13]. This suggested that a training set that

provides something like a vertex cover—a kind of “scaffolding” for

the data—could make the classification more robust.

We considered two methods to test this hypothesis. The first

simply chooses the highest-degree nodes to be in the training set.

The top 10% of each class is chosen for the training data, and the

remaining 90% is randomly split (stratified by class) into test (80%)

and validation (10%), maintaining the proportions of the original

experiment in [20]. The other method uses a greedy approach in

an attempt to ensure every node has at least a minimal number

of neighbors in the training set. Starting with an empty training

set and a threshold k = 0, we iteratively add the node with the

largest number of neighbors connected to at most k nodes in the

training set. When there are no such neighbors, we increment k .
This procedure continues until we have the desired proportion of

the overall dataset for training (again, 10% in our experiments). The

remaining data are randomly partitioned into test and validation

sets. Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo-code. In this case, there is

no stratification by class. Incorporating this aspect is part of our

future work.

Algorithm 1 GreedyCover

Input: Graph G = (V ,E), training proportion t ∈ (0, 1)
Output: Training set T ⊂ V
k ← 0, T ← ∅
for all u ∈ V do
mu ← 0 ⟨⟨mark all nodes 0⟩⟩

end for
while |T | < |V |t do
v ← argmaxu ∈V \T

∑
u′∈N(u) I [mu′ = k]

if
∑
u′∈N(v) I [mu′ = k] = 0 then

k ← k + 1 ⟨⟨increment min. num. trained neighbors⟩⟩

else
T ← T ∪ {v}
mv ← −1

for all u ′ ∈ N(v) \T do
mu′ ←mu′ + 1

end for
end if

end while
return T

There are issues with both of these approaches. Since it adds

edges to the graph, Nettack changes the degree of the nodes. The

targets, however, are selected from among the test set (the nodes

with “unknown” labels). These two aspects of the problem setup

are in contention: selecting the target requires knowledge of the

training set, but the training set selection requires knowledge of

degree, which is not fully known until after the attack. This is an

issue with the experimental setup that will need to be resolved

to fully formalize this analysis. Given the results in Section 4.2,

however, this strategy shows promise and is worth pursuing in

greater depth.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We tested Nettack against the proposed defenses. In each case, we

randomly select a test/validatiton split (after either deterministically

or randomly selecting the training set), select 40 targets as discussed

in Section 2, and perturb the graph either directly or indirectly to

change the target’s classification. We evaluate the perturbation by

inspecting the classification margin for the target node. Specifically,

the margins reported here are the log probability ratios for the

correct class versus the highest probability incorrect class, i.e., if

the true class is c ,

log

pc
maxc ′,c pc ′

.

Thus, if the vertex is correctly classified, the margin will be positive;

otherwise it will be negative.

For each target, we perturb some number of times. We do the fol-

lowing to determine the budget required for an attacker to achieve a

given probability of success. First, compute the associated quantile

of the distribution of margins across targets (e.g., 10th percentile

for 10% attacker success probability) as a function of number of

perturbations. We then determine where this function first becomes

nonpositive (i.e., the smallest number of perturbations for the at-

tacker to successfully cause the target to be misclassified). This

value is the required budget. We linearly interpolate between tested
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values to get better resolution. If a given level of attack success

is never achieved within the perturbations attempted, we set the

required budget to number of perturbations plus 1. We average this

value over 5 trials and report standard errors in the budget plots in

this section.

We use two of the datasets used in the Nettack paper in our

experiments:

• CiteSeer The CiteSeer dataset has 3312 scientific publica-
tions put into 6 classes. The network has 4732 links. The

features of the nodes contain 1s and 0s indicating the pres-

ence of the word in the paper. There are 3703 unique words

considered for the dictionary.

• Cora The Cora dataset consists of 2708 machine learning

papers classified into one of seven categories. The citation

network consists of 5429 citations. For each paper (vertex) in

the network there is a feature vector of 0s and 1s for whether

it contains one of the 1433 unique words.

4.1 Classifier Variations
Our first test involves using an alternative classifier rather than

a GCN. For both ReFeX and node2vec, we use 128 features for

structure and select targets among nodes correctly classified by the
classifier being used. We perturb each target up to 10 times. Only

attacks against structure (not attributes) are used.

The budget required to achieve a certain probability of attack

success is shown in Figure 1. Results are shown for indirect attacks

against the randomly selected targets as opposed to those with

large or small margins. We should note that the overall classifica-

tion performance is much lower for ReFeX—about 50% as opposed

to the 86% achieved by the GCN—but those nodes that are cor-

rectly classified are much more robust to Nettack than using the

original GCN formulation. At low attack success probability rates,

the required budget is increased by about an order of magnitude.

This raises several questions. Since the overall classification perfor-

mance with ReFeX is lower, are these cases easier if we consider

them with the GCN as well? Is the robustness gap maintained if

we consider more perturbations (note that the top of the plot is at

10, which is the maximum number of perturbations we consider in

this experiment)? We are currently investigating these results more

deeply, but are highly encouraged by what we have seen so far.

The node2vec-based method, on the other hand actually seems to

impose a smaller burden on the attacker. While using the node2vec

embedding did not make these cases more robust to the attack, we

do see a change in performance if we look more closely at the data.

In many cases, the margin of classification decreases much more

slowly using the node2vec-based method. Results for such cases

are shown in Figure 2. This figure shows results for cases where im-

proving performance is more difficult: direct (rather than influence)

attacks against the target, cases where the margin is small (and

thus any attack immediately causes misclassification), and cases

where the margin is large (where it is often not possible to misclas-

sify within 10 perturbations). The figure shows the median (50%

attack success probability) across all targets in all 5 trials. In most of

these cases, while the target becomes misclassified using either the

node2vec-based method or the GCN at around the same number

of perturbations, the decline in the margin is typically steeper for
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Figure 1: Budget required to achieve a given probability of at-
tack success, varying the classifier used. Results are shown
for influencer attacks against structure only, for both the
Cora and CiteSeer datasets. Targets are randomly chosen
from test nodes correctly classified with the given classifier.

the GCN. This means that the classifier will be less confident in

its incorrect predictions of the targeted nodes for a given budget.

Note that this occurs because the initial classification margin for

the node2vec-based method is smaller than with the GCN. As we

continue this work, we will determine whether additional train-

ing can yield higher margins for the SVM to improve this method.

Regardless, we see the reduction of the rate of decline as positive

and worth pursuing further. Note that the results using ReFeX are

virtually unchanged by the perturbations.

4.2 Training Variations
In our experiments varying the training selection method, we also

considered adding another hidden layer. In this case, Nettack uses

a different approximation of the output, modifying (1) to obtain

Y ≈ softmax

((
D−1/2AD−1/2

)
3

XW ′
)
,

where in this caseW ′ is the product of 3 matrices representing

the input layer and two hidden layers. This increases computa-

tional complexity as Nettack must consider additional paths (3 hops

rather than 2) as it identifies the most promising perturbations.

Both hidden layers have 16 units, as in the single hidden layer in

the previous experiments. In these experiments, we apply up to 50

perturbations and attack either structure, attributes, or both.
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Figure 2: Median margin after perturbation, varying the classifier, in cases that are more difficult to improve: direct attacks
against random targets (left column), small margin cases (center column), and large margin cases (right column).

We see that, across a wide swath of attack success probabilities,

the alternative selection methods provide a significant increase in

robustness, often requiring a factor of 2–4 to achieve a given prob-

ability of success. Results demonstrating the increase in required

budget are shown in Figure 3. This plot includes influencer attacks

against randomly selected targets. Consider the attacks against

structure alone. Random selection sees little difference in using one

or two hidden layers for either dataset. For GreedyCover, we see

a significant increase in the required budget at high attack success

probabilities with two layers, while selecting high-degree nodes

is better with one layer when attack success probability is low. In

almost all cases, performance using the alternatives is appreciably

better than randomly selecting training data.

The improvement in performance is not universal across scenar-

ios. When attributes alone are attacked, for example, the classifier

is just as robust using random training as the other methods. Un-

derstanding this phenomenon is a goal of our ongoing work.

Just as when we considered varying the classifier, we see im-

provements that do not manifest themselves in the overall clas-

sification performance. Results for these more difficult cases are

provided in Figure 4. As when we varied the classifier, we see that,

although the margin may cross zero at approximately the same

point, the decrease is much more gradual in most cases using the

alternative selection methods (direct attacks against CiteSeer being

a notable exception). For example, in attacks against small-margin

targets in Cora, creating the same reduction in margin as with 10

perturbations under random selection requires 20 perturbations

using the alternative methods. We again see that there are larger

margins using the baseline method, which makes those targets less

vulnerable to attack, even if their margins decrease more quickly

as they are perturbed.

One additional consideration is whether either of these methods

degrades overall system performance, thus yielding a tradeoff be-

tween overall performance and robustness. The experiments we

have run so far suggest that there is some variation, as illustrated

in Figure 5. While it seems that using high-degree vertices does

slightly degrade classification performance, it is less clear that the

GreedyCover does; in fact it slightly improves it in the case of

CiteSeer.

5 RELATEDWORK
Adversarial examples in deep neural networks have received consid-

erable attention since they were documented a few years ago [17].

Since that time, numerous attack methods have been proposed,

largely focused on the image classification domain (though there

has been interest in natural language processing as well, e.g., [10]).

In addition to documenting adversarial examples, Szegedy et al.

demonstrated that such examples can be generated using the limited-

memory BFGS (L-BFGS) algorithm, which identifies an adversarial

example in an incorrect class with minimal L2 norm to the true

data. Later, Goodfellow et al. proposed the fast gradient signmethod

(FGSM), where the attacker starts with a clean image and takes

small, equal-sized steps in each dimension (i.e., alters each pixel

by the same amount) in the direction maximizing the loss [7]. An-

other proposed attack—the Jacobian-based Saliency Map Attack

(JSMA)—iteratively modifies the pixel with the largest impact on

the loss [14]. DeepFool, like L-BFGS, minimizes the L2 distance

from the true instance while crossing a boundary into an incorrect
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Figure 3: Budget required to achieve a given probability of attack success, varying the training data selection method. Results
are shown for GCNs with one (solid line) or two (dash line) hidden layers. We consider attacks on the structure of the graph
(left column), the vertex attributes (center column), and attacks against both simultaneously (right column). All results use
attacks against neighbors of a randomly selected target.
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Figure 4: Median margin after perturbation, varying the training data selection method, in cases that are more difficult to
improve: direct attacks (left column), small margin cases (center column), and large margin cases (right column). Attacks are
against a GCN with one hidden layer and attack both structure and attributes.
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Figure 5: Distribution of F1 scores (macro aggregated) using
all 3 training set selection methods on both datasets before
perturbation. Performance is for a GCN with one hidden
layer.

class, but does so quickly by approximating the classifier as linear,

stepping to maximize the loss, then correcting for the true classifi-

cation surface [12]. Like Nettack, these methods all try to maintain

closeness to the original data (L2 norm for L-BFGS and DeepFool,

L0 norm for JSMA, and L∞ norm for FGSM).

The Nettack paper only compares to one of these methods: FGSM.

In future work, it would be worthwhile to also compare to JSMA

and DeepFool. These both have similarities to Nettack: JSMA has a

similar greedy strategy of iteratively choosing a dimension to max-

imally increase the loss, and DeepFool uses a linear approximation

of the classifier. In addition, another attack against vertex classifi-

cation has been introduced [5]. This method uses reinforcement

learning to identify modifications to graph structure for an evasion

attack. A comparison between these methods would be valuable.

Defenses to these attacks have been proposed, although several

prove to be insufficient against stronger attacks. Defensive distilla-

tion is one such defense, in which a classifier is trained with high

“temperature” in the softmax, which is reduced for classification [15].

While this was effective against the methods from [7, 12, 14, 17],

it was shown in [3] that modifying the attack by changing the

constraint function (which ensures the adversarial example is in

a given class) renders this defense ineffective. As more defenses

have been proposed, such as pixel deflection [16] and randomiza-

tion techniques [19], but many such methods are still found to be

vulnerable to attacks [1, 2]. Future work will also consider defenses

that appear promising (e.g., [4, 18]) if they can be applied in the

graph domain.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes current work in progress aiming to make

vertex classification robust to the adversarial poisoning technique

Nettack. We consider two possible approaches to enhance robust-

ness to Nettack: varying the classifier used and varying the training

set selection method. When transferring Nettack to classifiers other

than a GCN—specifically classifiers that decouple structure from

attributes—we note that there is a much more gradual decline in the

classification margin than when using the GCN. In particular, using

ReFeX to embed the structure of the graph leads to much greater

robustness among vertices that are correctly classified. There is,

however, a reduction in overall performance, and achieving a bal-

ance between performance and robustness will be essential future

work. When considering alternative ways to select training data, we

also see an improvement in robustness, both in terms of increasing

the budget required for a successful attack (often by a factor of 2 or

more) and, in cases where this is not possible, making the classifier

much less confident in its incorrect predictions. Both of these de-

velopments are highly encouraging as we explore possibilities to

enhance vertex classification robustness.

The work we have documented here points to several avenues of

investigation we intend to pursue. First and foremost, developing

methods that achieve the performance of the GCN on the overall

dataset with the robustness of ReFeX on the targets is the ultimate

goal, and investigating a classification ensemble that incorporates

all of these classifiers may be a way to achieve this. Similarly, de-

veloping a hybrid method of selecting the training data that uses a

combination of randomly selected data and nodes that cover the

test set could prove useful if it enables both large classification

margins and robustness to perturbations. Of course, we must also

consider how an attacker may take these alternative contexts into

account, and update Nettack accordingly. Finally, changing the way

in which performance is evaluated may be interesting: splitting

nodes based on degree rather than margin and considering the

margin change for all nodes instead of those correctly classified.

Robustness to adversarial activity has driven fascinating research

in the image classification domain, and we look forward to new

discoveries as the same is done for vertex classification.
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